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SOME ASPECTS OF TORSION

J. P. JANS

Using S. E. Dickson's characterization of a torsion class,
a class of modules closed under taking factors extensions and
arbitrary direct sum, we study torsion classes closed under
taking submodules and arbitrary direct products. We show
that these classes are in one-to-one correspondence with idem-
potent two sided ideals of the ring. Finally we investigate
the structure of rings R for which the torsion class j^7 =
{MI HomR(M,Q(E)) = 0, Q{R) the minimal injective for R) is
closed under taking products.

The original purpose of this paper was to show that for certain
rings the direct product of torsion modules is again torsion, and by
torsion we mean a particular kind of torsion defined in § 3. However,
we find that S. E. Dickson [3] has given a set of axioms for torsion
theories in Abelian categories and we thought it best to work within
his axiomatic system.

In § 1 we summarize the work of Dickson and study, within the
context of modules over a ring, torsion theories closed under taking
submodules. In § 2, we give a complete characterization of all torsion
theories closed under taking submodules and direct products. Finally,
in § 3 we show that a fairly wide class of rings enjoy the property
that a particular kind of torsion is closed under taking submodules
and direct products.

1* Sets of torsion theories. Dickson [3] has introduced a set of
axioms for torsion theories in certain abelian categories sufficiently
general to include the category R.^/f of left modules and homomorphisms
over a ring R with identity. His axioms (stated here for R^/f) are
as follows.

A torsion theory for R,^// is a pair (J7~, J^~) of classes of modules
such that :

I. J^~ and J^" have only 0 in common.
II. J7~ is closed under taking factors and J ^ is closed under

taking submodules.
III. For each M in R^</? there exists a unique submodule T(M)

of M such that

0 -> T(M) -> M-* M/T(M) -> 0

is exact with T(M)e^~ and M/T(M)eJ^.
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The modules in J^~ are torsion modules and those in j^~ are
torsion free. T(M) is the unique largest submodule of M in S~.

Dickson [3] proved a number of things about torsion theories (in
a context more general than the category R ^ ) we state a few of
his results. In what follows {J7~,J^~) is a torsion theory for R^fί.

A. ^~ is closed under direct sum and ^ is closed under direct
product.

B. Both ^f~ and ^ are closed under extension.
C. Each class ^~, ^ uniquely determines the other.
Dβ Given Jf closed under taking factors extension and direct

sum, there exists a unique ^ — {F\ HomΛ(Γ, F) — 0 all Te ^} such
that (J7~9 ^) is a torsion theory.

D'. Given j ^ ~ closed under taking submodules extensions and
direct product there exists a unique class ^~ — {T | Hom^T, F) — 0
all f e ^ } such that {^~,^r) is a torsion theory.

Thus in considering torsion theories it is enough to consider classes
^~ closed under taking factors extensions and direct sums (or classes
jβ~ closed under taking submodules extensions and direct products).

For the rest of this paper we shall only consider torsion theories
C-̂ ", S^) for R^/S where S~ is closed under taking submodules as
well. With respect to this property Dickson [3] proved the following
Eβ ^~ is closed under taking submodules if and only if JF' is closed
under taking minimal injectives.

We shall use the phrase '' a torsion theory closed under taking
submodules" to describe this situation.

It should be noted that Dickson was working in a context more
general than modules over a ring and that we have specialized his
results to this case.

In a torsion theory (^~, j^~) closed under taking submodules, the
torsion class Jf forms a "strongly complete additive" class in the
sense of Walker and Walker [10] that is, ^ is a class closed under
taking factors submodules and arbitrary direct sums. Gabriel [6] has
shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between such classes
and filters of left ideals of the ring R. Consequently, the torsion
theories closed under taking submodules form a set.

In the following theorem we connect such a torsion theory with
injective modules.

THEOREM 1.1. If ( ^ , ^) is a torsion theory closed under taking
submodules then

(1) There exists modules XQ e J7~ and YQ e J^ such that J^ —
{Z\ Hom^Xo, Z) = 0} and jT~ = {W\ Ή.omR(W, Yo) = 0} (Xo and Yo

are not unique).
(2) The module Yo can be selected to be injective.
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Proof. Let {Xa} be the set of finitely generated modules in ̂ ~ .
We say the set we mean, of course, one module from each equivalence
class (equivalence under isomorphism) of finitely generated modules.
Now since J7~ is closed under taking submodules, factors and direct
sums, it is therefore closed under direct limit. Thus a module is in
J7~ if and only if its finitely generated submodules are in ^ m Now
let Xo = ΣaXa be the direct sum of the finitely generated modules in

Now form the class J ^ ' = {M | Hom^ (Xo, M) = 0}. It is clear that
Xo, M) = 0 if and only if ΈίomB(Xa, M) = 0 for all the modules

Xa. Therefore the class j ^ " ' contains the class j ^ ~ . We show them
equal. Let M be in ^~' but not in J ^ , then 0 Φ T(M) ̂  M. But
T(M) contains a finitely generated module (Φ 0) isomorphic to one of
the Xa. It follows that Hom^ (Xa, T(M)), Horn,, (X,, M) and HomΛ (X0,M)
are all nonzero contradicting the assumption that M was not in S^ *
Thus we have shown that j ^ " = {M \ RomR (Xo, M) = 0.}

Now choose a set of finitely generated modules {X }̂ one from each
isomorphism class not in T. Factoring out the Jj/~ torsion of each of
these we obtain a set of modules Fa all in J?~, where Fa — Xt

aιjT(X'cί)9

Let Yo = Q(πFa), the minimal injective containing the product
πFa. Recall that for a module M, Q(M) is injective containing M as
a submoduίe, and for X Φ 0 in Q(M) X Π M Φ 0 also. See [4]. The
module πFa is in j ^ ~ because ^ is closed under products. Also from
property E cited above JF' is closed under taking minimal injectives,
consequently Yo is in ^~\

Now form the class ^Γ! — {X | Homβ (X, Yo) = 0}. From the proper-
ties of Horn, [9], ̂ ' is closed under taking factors, extensions, and
direct sums. But the fact that Yo is injective implies that J7~* is
also closed under taking submodules, for if 0 —> Xf —> X is exact, then
Homβ (X, Yo) -* Homβ (X', Yo) -> 0 is also exact. That is, if X is in
^ ' so is X'. Thus we see that άΓf is a torsion class for some tor-
sion theory closed under taking submodules. Moreover, by property
Dr cited above ^ is contained in ^/'}.

From the first part of the proof J7~ and ^7~' are determined by
their finitely generated modules. If X ' is a finitely generated module
not in ^ then X' ~ X'a for some a and there exists a nonzero homo-
morphism X ' — Fa - X'JTiX'J. It follows that Homβ (X', ;rFα) ^ 0
and so Hom^ (X ;, YQ) ̂  0. Consequently X' is not in J7~'. Since ^ "
and ^ f coincide on finitely generated modules, J7~ = ^~''.

From the properties D and Π cited above the modules Xo and Yo

need not be unique because Xo φ Y' and Y"o φ F ' would do as well
where X'e_^~ and Y' e ^ .

Before we develop a more specialized torsion theory in the next
section, we should make a few remarks about torsion. In the first
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place a torsion theory {^~',Jr) gives an idempotent subfunctor of
the identity Γ, where T applied to M - S gives T(M)T^T(S) and
T(f) is / restricted to T(M). Two torsion theories are the same if
their torsion functors are equivalent.

If we apply this remark to the ring RR considered as a left module
over itself we see that the left ideal T(BR) is carried into itself by
every right multiplication. That is, T(RR) is a two sided ideal. At
first we thought that torsion theories could be indexed by these two
sided ideals; that is, T and T are the same torsion functor if and
only if T(RR) — T (RR). However, the following example shows this
is not correct: Let J7~f be the torsion class containing only the zero
module and let ^~0 = {X | Hom^ (X, Q(R)) = 0} where Q(R) is the mini-
mal injective for R. These clearly give torsion theories; let To and
T be the associated torsion functors. Then one sees that To (RR) =
0 - T{RR).

In § 3 we shall investigate the torsion theory ^ " 0 defined above
in more detail. Also we shall show in the next section that certain
torsion theories can be indexed by ideals in the ring.

2* Torsion-torsion free classes* Let ά?~ be a class of modules
in R^// which is closed under taking submodules factors, extensions,
direct products and direct sums. Then S" is the torsion class for a
torsion theory (^*, _^~) closed under taking submodules and it is also
the torsion free class for another torsion theory ( ^ , ^ " ) . Such a
pair of torsion theories ( ^ , J7~) and (JT^, ^~) will be called a torsion-
torsion free theory (TTF theory) and the class ^ " , a TTF class.

Consider for a moment a class J7~ closed under taking submodules,
factors, extension and direct sum. Classes somewhat more general
were considered by Gabriel [6, p. 395] as " closed " subcategories of

R.^//. Such a class J7~ is completely determined by the cyclic modules
in it and therefore determines a filter Fτ of left ideals of R [6, p.
411] where LeFτ if and only if R/L e T. The filter Fτ is idempotent
in the sense that the product of two left ideals in it is again in it
[6, p. 412]. Conversely, any such idempotent filter determines such
a class jT~ [6, p. 411-412].

The following theorem was mentioned by R. S. Pierce one day
during a conversation.

THEOREM 2.1. The class J7~ closed under taking submodules,
factorsf extension and direct sums is also closed under direct products
if and only if its associated filter Fτ has a smallest element /. In
that case ^~ is a TTF class and I is the two sided ideal C(R)
where C is the torsion functor for the torsion theory
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Proof. If ^?~ is closed under products the natural maps R —+ R/L
for R/L in J?~ induce a map R —> Π -B/£ and Im 0 is again in ^~.
But then Ker 0 is in the associated filter and we have Ker θ g L for
each L in the associated filter and the filter therefore has a smallest
element.

Conversely, suppose I is the minimal element in the filter associated
with ^~. We shall show that M is in ^~ if and only if IM = 0. If
M in ^ and IM Φ 0, then Im Φ 0 for some me M. The mapping
I—*Im has image in T so there exists Xa I such that I/X — Im.

Now since ^ ~ is closed under extension and the following exact sequence
has both ends in J7~

0 -> I/X-> R/X-+ R/I-* 0 ,

it follows that R/X is in ^~. This latter statement contradicts the
minimality of I.

Conversely, suppose that IM — 0 and let ΣRi be a free R module
mapping onto M, ^i?{ —> ikΓ—> 0 Since Ker θ contains ΣIU θ induces
a map of ΣRi\Ii onto M. But since J7~ is closed under direct sums
and factors we have M in ^ .

Finally, it follows that ^ is closed under products because / an-
nihilates a product if and only if it annihilates each factor.

In the case that the filter has a smallest element I then, C(R) — I
for R/I is the " largest " factor of R such that I annihilates it.

We remark that the filter Fx = {L \ L a /, L a left ideal} will be
an idempotent filter if and only if I — P. This idempotence is neces-
sary for the class of modules annihilated by / to be closed under ex-
tension (e.g. 0-^I/P—>R/P—>R/I—+0 is a short exact sequence with
/ annihilating each end but not the middle unless I = P).

COROLLARY 2.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
TTF classes TΣ and idempotent two sided ideals I

I^{M\IM^ 0} = Tj .

Proof. This follows from Gabriel's correspondence between ' 'closed''
categories of modules and idempotent filters of left ideals [6, p. 412]
together with the above theorem which classifies those classes which
are also closed under products.

COROLLARY 2.3. The following are equivalent for an ideal I
(1) I=P
(2) T, = {MI IM = 0} is a TTF class
(3) the natural map 0 —» ExtΛ// (A, C) —> ΈxtR (A, C) is an iso-

morphism for R modules A, C such that IA = IC — 0.
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Proof. Only the condition (3) requires attention. For R modules
A, C such that I A = IC — 0, R extensions can be considered as R/I
extensions because the class of modules annihilated by I is closed under
extension.

If IΦ I2, by the remark preceding Corollary 2.2,

0 — I/P-* R/F-> R/I—0

represents an R extension in Ext^ (R/I, I/P) which is not an R/I ex-
tension and in this case the map is not an isomorphism.

The following theorem gives information about a special class of
TTF classes.

THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that J^ is a TTF class and
(J^,^) the associated torsion theories with torsion functors C, T;
then the following are equivalent.

(1) for all M, M = C(M) 0 T(M)
(2) R = C(R) 0 T(B) ring direct sum
(3) ^ = <&
(4) T(C(M)) = 0 and C(M/T(M)) = M/T(M) for all M.

Proof. (1) => (2) is trivial.

The class J/~ is {M | C(R)M = 0}. Let JY be the class

{MI T(R)M = 0} .

Assuming the decomposition R — C(R) 0 T(R) gives a decomposition
1 = e1 + e2 where ei are orthogonal central idempotents in R. Then

and s/ can be characterized as ^~ — {M \ ejή — 0} and

{M \ e2M = 0} =

and βi acts like identity on modules in ^ " . Using this one sees that
A can now be characterized as either

= {M\KomB(M, T) = 0 all T in

or

= {MI Homβ (Γ, Jkf) = 0 all Γ in

It follows that ^ = ^ and (2 => 3).
Assuming (3), ^ = ^ is closed under sums, products, submodules,

and factors, so T(C(M)) = 0 and since M/T(M) in ^~, C(M/T(M)) =
M/T(M) which is condition (4).

Finally, assuming (4), form C(M) Π T(M) for an R module M.
Since this is a submodule of T(M) and J7~ is closed under submodules,
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it is in ά/~. But T(C(M)) = 0 means that C(M) has no ^ torsion
submodules so C(M) Π T(M) = 0.

Now form M/(C(M) + T(M)), this is a factor of M/C(M) which
is in J^~. It follows that M/(C(M) + Γ(M)) is in JΓ\ Since we are
assuming that C(M/T(M)) = M/T(M), M/(C(M) + T{M)) is also in <if
since it is a factor of M/T(M) which is in ^ . But then

M/(C(M) + Γ(M))

is in both ^ and ^ ~ and is therefore zero. Thus we have established
that M = C(M) © T(M). This completes the proof of the theorem.

3. A particular torsion theory. In this section we define a
torsion theory which coincides with the usual one for integral domains.
This torsion has been used before [See Prop. 1 of 7]

Let Q(R) be the injective hull of R considered as a left module
over itself [4]. Let ^~ 0 = {M\ Hom^ (M, Q(R)) = 0}β It is not hard
to show that ^~0 = {M | HomΛ (M', R) = 0 for all submodules M' C M.)

The methods of § 1 show that the class J^~o is a torsion class
closed under taking submodules. It is not, in general, closed under
arbitrary direct products (e.g. R = Z the ring of integers). However,
in the following theorem we shall show that for a fairly wide class
of rings S~"0 is a TTF class. Eilenberg [5] introduced the notation
of a perfect ring and Bass [2] has given a characterization of them.
We use Bass' characterization instead of Eilenberg's original definition.

DEFINITION. R is right perfect if
(1) RjN is semisimple with minimum condition where N is the

Jacobson radical
(2) every nonzero left module M has nonzero socle S(M), where

the socle is the submodule generated by the simple submodules
of M.

Condition (2) is equivalent to '4 every nonzero module has simple
submodules."

THEOREM 3.1. If R is right perfect then J^~o is a TTF class.

Proof. We must show that the product of ,^0-torsion modules
is again ,^~0-torsion.

Let us begin by defining for each ordinal a a submodule Sa(M)
of the R module M as follows:

(1) S°(M) = 0
(2) if β is a limit ordinal Sβ(M) = \J Sa(M)

cύ<β
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(3) if β = a + 1, Sβ(M) is the inverse image of S(M/Sa(M)) under
the map Λf-> M/Sa(M). Equivalently, Sβ(M) = {m \ Nm e Sa(M)} where
N is the radical of R.

From the assumptions on the ring R we know that for some aQ,
Sa° (M) = M (and the cardinal of that a0 is less than or equal to the
cardinal of M). Also for a < a0 we know that Sa+1(M)/Sa(M) is a
direct sum of simple R (hence R/N) modules.

We now define the composition factors of the R module M to be
those simple modules which appear as summands in Sa+1(M)/Sa(M) for
some ordinal α. Note that since R/N is semi-simple with minimum
condition, R has (up to isomorphism) only a finite set of simple modules
and for each M the composition factors of M form a subset of that
set.

Now we show that an lϋ-module M is ^ - t o r s i o n if and only if
for each composition factor S of M, Hom^ (S, R) = 0. Suppose first
that for each composition factor S of M, Hom^ (S, JB) = 0 but that
HomΛ(Λf, Q(R)) Φ 0. L e t / b e a nonzero homomorphism of M to Q(R),
since R is essential in Q(R),f(M) Π R Φ 0. Let f~\f(M) Γ\ R) = Mo

in M and we have a nonzero homomorphism f0: MQ—> R where fQ —
f \MQ. Because MQ (Ί Sa°(M) — Mo we can be assured that there exists
a first ordinal ax such that f0 restricted to Sai(M) Π MQ is nonzero.

Now we note that at cannot be a limit ordinal, for if Sai(M) —
U Sβ(M) with /0 restricted to Sβ(M) Π Λf0, the zero map, then f0

restricted to Sai(M) D Mo is also the zero map.
Let ax — 7 + 1 then f0 induces a nonzero homomorphism of

(s^(M) n M0)/(^(ikf) n Λf0)

into R. Since

(S"+1(M) n ikro)/(s^(M) n

is isomorphic to

we have a nonzero homomorphism of a submodule of Sy+1(M)/Sy(M)
into iϋ. This gives a nonzero homomorphism of one of the composition
factors of M into contradicting the assumption that Homβ (S, i?) =£ 0
for composition factors S of ikf.

Conversely, suppose that Hom^ (S, R) Φ 0 for some composition
factor S of M. This gives a nonzero homomorphism / : M' —> R where
Mr is a submodule of Λf (actually Mf can be taken to be Sa+1(M)
where S appears as a summand of Sa+1(M)/Sa(M)). Since Q(R) is the
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injective hull of R we have the solid diagram

Mr >M

4 V
R > Q(R)

which can be extended by a dotted arrow / ' which gives a nonzero
element of Ή.omB(M, Q(R)). Thus M is not ^- tors ion.

Finally we complete the proof of the theorem by showing that
the set of composition factors of a product J[iel M{ is the union of the
composition factors of each of the factors Mi% For each simple R
module S{ there is an idempotent e{ in R/N such that eβi Φ 0 and
eβj = 0 for ί Φ j . Since R is an SB I ring [8, p. 53, 54] these can
be raised to idempotents e{ in R. Also we still have the relation
βiSi Φ 0 and eβj = 0 for i Φ j .

Now we shall show that Si is a composition factor of M if and
only if e{M Φ 0. First if St is a composition factor of M then S{

appears as a summand of Sa+1(M)(M), for some ordinal a. Thus,
βiSa+1(M) g£ Sa(M), and, a fortiori, e{M Φ Q.

Conversely, if e{M Φ 0, then e^i Φ 0 for a suitable m e l , There
is a first ordinal a such that e%me Sa(M)a We claim that α — 7 + 1
is not a limit ordinal for if Sα(M) = U β <, Sβ(M) with e^i 0 Sβ(M), then
e^m ί Sα(M)also. It follows that eτm represents a nonzero coset ê m in
Sy+1(M)/Sy(M) and e ^ m = ê m Φ 0. Therefore, one of the summands of
Sy+1(M)/Sy(M) is Si for otherwise e, would annihilate Sy+1(M)/Sy(M).
Thus we have shown that St is a composition factor of M.

We now complete the proof of the theorem. It is clear that e{

annihilates a product Πiej f̂? if a n d o n ly if e% annihilates each factor.
So the set of composition factors of a product is the union of the
composition factors of each of the factors. Thus for right perfect
rings the product of ,^-torsion modules is again ^"0-torsion.

The class of right perfect rings is fairly large, containing rings
with minimum condition and semi-primary rings [2].

However, we shall show by an example that the rings for which
^-tors ion is closed under products is even bigger.

Let R — ΐlieπ Ki the product of an infinite number of copies of
a field. R has an infinite set of orthogonal, indecomposable idempotents
{ej. It isn't hard to show that a module M is ^^-torsion if and only
if e{M = 0 for all i. It is clear that this property is inherited by
products, so for such rings the product of ^ " 0 torsion is again J^>
torsion. Note also that the ring R has some non trivial torsion
modules, for instance Π KJΣ K{.

This brings up the question of the structure of rings for which
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(0) is the only ^~0 torsion module. Clearly, in this case, ^~0 torsion
will be closed under products. The following theorem gives several
equivalent characterizations of this condition. In a ring R we denote
by r(S), the right annihilator of S, r(S) = {x | Sx = 0}.

THEOREM 3.2. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
( i ) jr; = (0)
( 2 ) For every simple R-module S, HomR(S, R) Φ 0
( 3 ) For every maximal left ideal L of R, r(L) Φ 0
(4) For every left ideal L Φ R, r(L) Φ 0

Proof. We prove the implications cyclically in order. If J7~^ — 0
then KomR(S,Q(R)) Φ 0 for simple modules S. But iίf:S->Q(R)
is nonzero, then f(S) Π R Φ 0 and it follows that f(S) £ R since f(S)
is also simple. Therefore Homi2(>S, R) Φ 0 and (1) implies (2).

Now let L be a maximal left ideal of R and consider the sequence
0 —» L —> J? —-> 2?/L —> 0. Note that i?/L is simple. The sequence induces
0 —> HomR(R/L, R) —* Hom^ϋ?, i?) exact. Considering KomR(R/L, R) as
a submodule of *ΆomR(R, R), the right multiplications of R we see
that ΊlomR(R/L, R) = r(L) the right annihilator of L. It follows that
r(L) Φ 0 because Hom^ (#/L, R) Φ 0.

Since every left ideal L Φ R can be embedded in a maximal one
L and the relation L £ L implies r(L) £ r(L), it follows that (3)
implies (4).

Finally, if for each L Φ R, r(L) Φ 0, then for each such L,
Ή.omR(R/L, R) Φ 0 (a right multiplication by a nonzero element of r(L)
gives such a nonzero homomorphism). It follows that

RomR(R/L, Q(R)) Φ 0

for all L Φ R and the filter of left ideals associated with ^\ in this
case consists only of R itself. That is, C(R) — R. Then from Theorem
2.1 we know that ^~Q — (0). This completes the proof of the theorem.

REMARK. M. Auslander has shown [1] that a commutative semi-
primary ring satisfies condition (2) of the above theorem. Hence such
rings have only zero torsion.

The following example shows that left and right torsion theories
need not give rise to the same two sided ideal. Let

x,y, ze K, a fieldf .
\y s/ )

The left ^Ό torsion modules for R are those annihilated by
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(0 0\
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y
y,ze K

whereas the right J7~o torsion modules are those annihilated by the
(x 0\

ideal Cr(R) =
V 0

x,yeK\.
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